Technical Specification
Size
When fully constructed, the Globe is 2.23m high and 1.90m wide. It will arrive dismantled to
be built inside your venue somewhere out of site of the public. We will provide either screens
or a gazebo to create a private backstage space to do this.
The performance location inside your venue needs to be able to accommodate the act at its
fully built dimensions, plus have adequate space for it to move to and from the performance
area and backstage area for each set.
Team
It is a 2 person act. One performer and one build technician, who then doubles as a discreet
steward during performances to ensure safe movement through the event.
Performance Area Requirements
-The Show Globe is ideally performed with plenty of space to glide around as a walk-about act.
-It can also be used as a static installation if venue space is limited. This still works excellently
due to its huge visual impact and interactive nature.
-It must start and finish each set from our backstage area of minimum 3m x 3m.
-For static installation performance, it must still start backstage. It will then glide out into
position, then remain static to perform. It will return backstage at the end of each set.
-We cannot negotiate steps during a performance. Single level only.
Performance Durations and Programming
-Performance times are 3 x 30 mins sets or 2 x 45 minute sets.
-There must be a minimum of 30 minutes between performance sets when arranging
programming.
-The act is non-verbal, using music and sound effects to interact.

Power Requirements
The Show Globe does not require access to power whilst performing.
For bookings over multiple days, we will need access to power to recharge batteries overnight.
Batteries are removed from the structure to do this. This requires provision and exclusive use of
2 x normal 240v plugs. Chargers are PAT tested, certificate available. If access to power on site
isn’t possible, this can be done in our hotel room. We will provide our own plug adaptors for
overseas bookings.
Transportation for U.K & E.U Bookings
The Show Globe travels by trailer, this is towed by a van. Parking will be necessary for both, 2
normal spaces side by side is adequate.
-The trailer is 4.5m long by 2.4m wide, 2.9m high.
-The van is 5.3m long & 2m high.
Arrival, set up and departure times
We will need access to the building several hours before the first performance time.
The exact times will depend on various factors unique to each building but include:
-distance to carry equipment from vehicle unloading area to set up area.
-distance from unloading area to where the vehicles will then be parked if different.
-whether there are any stairs.
-what size the doorways are.
With our standard team of 2, with easy access, arrival would be 3.5 hours before the first show
and taking 2.5 hours after last show to remove.
Where a faster get in and get out is necessary for the event, we can provide a second technician
at an extra fee set up can be 2 hours in this case.
Doorway Measurements
The Globe can be dismantled a variety of ways to accommodate different venue doorway and
walkway dimensions. We will ask for these before confirming a booking to ensure the most time
and cost-efficient version is provided for you.

